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Why are books about magic so exciting? The lure is almost tautological: magic is compelling because it 
allows us to imagine doing the things we cannot ordinarily do. Sure, romance novels may let you envision a 
world full of hot, sensitive men who want to cosy up to your wounded inner child, and do the dishes 
afterwards. But only in magic books can you make them disappear and reappear at will.

But this actually presents a problem for authors. If magic is too powerful then the characters will be 
omnipotent gods, and there won't be a plot. Magic must have rules and limits in order to leave the author 
enough room to tell a story. In economic terms, there must be scarcity: magical power must be a finite 
resource.

JK Rowling is not, to put it mildly, known for her seamless plotting or the gripping realism of her characters, 
most of whom spend the latter books pointlessly withholding information from each other that, if shared, 
would end the installment somewhere around page ten. But for me, there is another problem with the books, 
one that has kept me from looking forward to the seventh volume as keenly as I might. I am an economics 
reporter, and the books are chock full of terrible economics. 

There are two ways, I think, that one can present magic: as something that can be done, but only at a price; 
or as a mysterious force that is poorly understood. So in Orson Scott Card's Hart's Hope, women who 
perform magic must pay the price in blood, their own or that of others. 

Those prices provide the scarcity needed to drive the plot forward. In the Narnia books and the Lord of the 
Rings, on the other hand, magical power has no obvious cost. But we don't need to understand the costs of 
magic, because the main characters can't perform it. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with having a deus 
ex machina in a story; your average fiction writer does not need to explain the operation of the law of 
gravity, or provide a back story for running out of gas at an (in)convenient moment. 

But there have to be generally accepted rules. Characters can't get out of the predicament the author is 
sick of by having the car suddenly start running on sand. Similarly, if your characters will be using magic, 
they must do so by some generally believable system.

Yet in the Potter books, the costs and limits are too often arbitrary. 
A patronus charm, for example, is awfully difficult - until Rowling wants a stirring scene in which Harry pulls 
together an intrepid band of students to Fight the Power, whereupon it becomes simple enough to be taught
by an inexperienced fifteen year old. Rowling can only do this because it's thoroughly unclear how magic 
power is acquired. It seems hard to credit academic labour, when spells are one or two words; and anyway, if
that were the determinant, Hermione Granger would be a better wizard than Harry. But if it's something akin 
to athletic skill, why is it taught at rows of desks? And why aren't students worn out after practicing spells?

The low opportunity cost attached to magic spills over into the thoroughly unbelievable wizard economy. 
Why are the Weasleys poor? Why would any wizard be? Anything they need, except scarce magical objects, 
can be obtained by ordering a house elf to do it, or casting a spell, or, in a pinch, making objects like dinner, 
or a house, assemble themselves. Yet the Weasleys are poor not just by wizard standards, but by ours: they 
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lack things like new clothes and textbooks that should be easily obtainable with a few magic words. Why? 

The answer, as with so much of JK Rowling's work, seems to be "she didn't think it through". The details 
are the great charm of Rowling's books, and the reason that I have pre-ordered my copy of the seventh 
novel: the owl grams, the talking portraits, the Weasley twins' magic tricks. But she seems to pay no 
attention at all to the big picture, so all the details clash madly with each other. It's the same reason she 
writes herself into plot holes that have to be resolved by making characters behave in inexplicable ways.

This matters. If the cost of magic isn't well defined, how do we know what resources, other than plucky 
determination, Harry needs to defeat Voldemort? We certainly can't rely on his mental acumen; he's spent 
the last two books acting like a brain-damaged refugee from The Dirty Dozen.

Perhaps, as some friends have argued, I am expecting too much from a children's book. But I don't think that
is right. Children are great systemisers, which is why they watch the same shows and read the same books 
over and over again: they are trying to put all the details together into a coherent picture. "I could do things 
no one else could do!" is a great thrill; but so is "I know how this works". You can't say that about Harry 
Potter, because Rowling doesn't seem to know herself. To the extent that there is any system at all, it is 
the meanest sort of Victoriana, the fantasy world of a child Herbert Spencer. There is a hereditary 
aristocracy of talent, and I am secretly at its apex. There is an elite school almost nobody can go to, and I 
am one of the chosen. People fall quite neatly into the categories of good, bad, or clueless, we are the good 
ones who get to run things in the end. That's powerful fantasy stuff, which is why it's so common. 

But the best children's fantasy does something else: it gives one the illusion that the magical world is as 
consistent and real as one's own world - that it exists, just barely out of reach. Even at eight, or 11, I could 
not have believed that of Harry Potter. The arbitrary ham fist of Ms Rowling is everywhere too evident - 
changing the rules, and then making the characters tap dance, like marionettes, to distract you from the 
enormous potholes in the plot. 

I am prepared to be charmed by the seventh book. But oh, how I wish it were convincing enough to consume
my imagination as Narnia and Middle Earth once did.

Ahead of the publication of the final episode of JK Rowling's Harry Potter series, Cif writers look at 
Pottermania.


